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TOP 10 TIPSTERS FEBRUARY 2018 
CLICK HERE FOR A LIVE INTERACTIVE LEAGUE TABLE

TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Northside Racing

Win Bet - 15:00 Sandown - Midnight Monty @ 4/1


Value Wins

Each Way Bet - 15:40 Lingfield (A.W) - Rainbow Rebel @ 11/2


Betting Development

Win Bet - 15:20 Fakenham - Princetown Royale @ 10/3
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Congratulations on your discovery of ZapTips a Sport and Betting experience like no 
other. It’s your ultimate sports betting buddy, it’s 100% FREE and it’s accessible by 
anyone with a smartphone!


Let’s Get Started… 

STEP 1 - Download the free “ZAPPAR APP” at the link below. It’s available on both iOS 
and Android.


https://www.zappar.com/getzappar  

STEP 2 - Print this page and cut out the ZapTips logo. Place the logo on your desk or 
anywhere else you want your daily news and tips to materialise.


STEP 3 - Open the ZAPPAR App on your smartphone and ZAP the ZapTips Logo from 
11:30 am each day to interact.


STEP 4 - Subscribe to our Free ZapTips Newsletter http://betfan.com/zaptips for 
EXCLUSIVE free offers and updates.
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Saturday's Racing Preview - By Ian Hudson


Blaklion is the favourite for the Grand National and the horse has a final prep race for 
the most famous steeplechase in the world at Haydock Park. The track was a popular 
destination for horses entered for Aintree because the nature of the fences. The drops 
at Haydock were similar to the obstacles on the National course but safety 
modifications mean both sets of fences have become more conventional. 


Despite less severe drops and more forgiving material the fences in the Grand 
National look different to fences on park courses. Some horses can handle the track 
while others find it difficult to adapt. Blaklion is in the former group and the horse 
seems to relish the unusual jumps. He will have to complete the course and win at 
Haydock and prove to be a worthy favourite to justify market support for the National. 
A poor run could see Blaklion drift in the betting for the famous race.  


The Haydock trial is a handicap chase over more than three and a half miles. It will be 
a test of stamina and jumping and that’s why the contest will be key for Blaklion and 
other National horses. After a great deal of rain the going should be soft or heavy and 
this is the major difference in conditions that prevail for the National. The race is 
usually run on good ground but a wet March could bring soft going into the equation. 


Blaklion finished fourth in the National last year when looking like the most likely 
winner. The jockey went for home about a mile out but was pegged back by One For 
Arthur approaching the second last. The trainer has suggested the horse will be held 
up this year after being allocated a weight of 11 stone six pounds. The weights could 
rise if horses above Blaklion in the weights are withdrawn so an exceptional weight-
carrying effort will be required to win the National. Five of the last 10 winners carried 
11 stone or more and Many Clouds won the race in 2015 off 11-09.    


Nigel Twiston-Davies, who trains Blaklion, has said the horse jumps like Red Rum. 
The three time National winner completed the National five times, jumping 150 fences 
in total without the semblance of an error. Blaklion went back to Aintree in December 
and won the Becher Chase over the National fences. Currently quoted at 10/1 for the 
big race that price will go if Blaklion as expected runs well at Haydock. The horse is a 
former winner of the RSA Chase so is a graded runner competing in a handicap so 
can carry the weight.  


There are nine declared runners which is just about right for each-way betting. 
Bookmakers will settle bets at one quarter for the first three places so there could be 
some value lurking at the bottom of the card. Mysteree is not hugely behind the 
favourite on ratings and is four times the price. Of just 10 stone three pounds 
Mysteree could get in the mix and make the payout places. 


On ratings Blaklion has a little to find with Vieux Lion Rouge. That horse won the 
Haydock race last year so is proven over course and distance. Blaklion would have 
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been tested by Vieux Lion Rouge but the horse has not been declared to run. The 
biggest threat could come from The Dutchman and the horses are closely matched. 
However, Blaklion is a classier animal so can win the trial and then the main event. 


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Home Bankers In The FA Cup Tonight  

The two fifth round FA Cup ties this evening bring together home sides who are in the 
top eight in the Premier League and opponents who play in the Championship. The 
DOUBLE on Leicester to beat Sheffield United and Chelsea to beat Hull pays 4/5 with 
bet365 and that could be the bet of the weekend. 


Sheffield United are just outside the playoff positions and Hull are one place above 
the relegation zone. There are 24 teams in the Championship which means 46 
matches so it’s debatable whether the FA Cup is a help or hindrance but on balance 
it’s not the priority for the two teams from the second tier. Chelsea and Leicester can 
progress to the sixth round.  


Team selection could be key to Chelsea’s margin of victory. They certainly have bigger 
fish to fry in the form of a Champions League match against Barcelona on Tuesday 
and qualifying for next season’s competition. Assuming Manchester City are home 
and hosed four teams are in contention for the three remaining slots. 


If Eden Hazard does not play Chelsea are less effective but they have a deep enough 
squad to beat Hull with the second string on the pitch. Recent history would suggest 
a comfortable passage to the last eight because Chelsea have scored two goals or 
more in their last six fixtures against Hull. The wager to take advantage is CHELSEA 
-1 in the handicap markets at 8/15 with Ladbrokes.   


We have been banging on about Leicester’s chances in the FA Cup this season for 
some time now. They can move a stage closer to the final by beating Sheffield United 
tonight. The manager of the Championship team has rested players in Cup matches 
in the past and promotion is a massive target. Premier League class and motivation 
make LEICESTER a great bet at 8/13 with William Hill to win in 90 minutes.  


IF YOU SAY RUN Can Improve Enough To Win 

Sandown stages a half-decent card for a Friday and the highlight is a Grade 2 mares’ 
novices’ hurdle (2.25pm). If you believe in Racing Post Ratings Midnight Tune has 
something in hand. However, there is a runner proven on heavy ground which is the 
projected going today. IF YOU SAY RUN can improve enough to win this race and you 
can back the mare at 4/1 with Coral.
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